Note:
- Tie Shield to SR on DE 9P
- Wire is Belden 8451 or Equiv
- See drawing # xxxxx for AMPS Pod WAS Analog collection (3 signals) via WWJB into Sta 6 P5 (S6AF00, S6AF01 and S6AF02 - AS51, AS52 & AS53)
Note:
- Longer Cable necessary due to relocation of Analog J Box within CSD Station 2 rack
- Wire is Belden 8451 or equivalent. Encase in expandable sleeving, 686DM or equivalent
- Reference Drawings 901009 and 999001

Station 2
Analog J Box A
8 Lemo Connectors

Sta 2 J5/P51 for CSD Rack
Ozone '06
Analog Signals from Co-Pilot Pressure Transducers (1221 & 1281) in C1/C2 Cabinet

Note:
- Extension Cable necessary due to relocation of Analog J Box within CSD rack at Station 2
- Wire is Belden 8451 or equivalent
- Encase in expandable sleeving, 686DM or equivalent
- Reference Drawings 510005 and 999001

Length = 48 Inches

Lemo Connector
S2 Analog J Box
PA00
S2AF00

Lemo Connector
S2 Analog J Box
PA02
S2AF02

Lemo Connector
S2 Analog J Box
PA03
S2AF03

Lemo Connector
S2 Analog J Box
PA01
S2AF01

Analog Collection Extension Cables
Sta 2 - P40 for CSD Rack
Ozone '06

Length = 48 Inches